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INTRODUCTION
Actuality
Educational process management is the management of students and teaching, staff working in educational institutions is very important information, because it is the foundation of good educational process. If a provision of this
process manually, there are significant issues to deal with a large amount of students and teaching, staff. To update the information or to make changes to this
data you have to make a lot of work must.
To provide convenient access to such information, we need a software solution that provide access and management of such information. We can create it
on the basis of stand-alone client-server application, but then we need to deal with
such issues as database server management, clients upgrades, software incompatibility and lack of support of different client platforms.
The best way to provide such system would be to use a site to provide the
access to this system on the client side. This approach would deliver us from the
necessity of deployment of our own data center and provide an easy access to the
resources of such system for all users in a web browser.
Organized and systematic solution for teachers, students and staff data
management is essential for all universities. We supply project and a simple interface to manage their information. There are no administration departments of information and rules of the overall data in any university management. It provides
all these different departments the records relating to the teachers, students and
staff. Most of these records represent the information about the teachers, students
and staff. This information can have public details such as name, address, etc.
Some information as image or specific information must be shown only to the
departments of a respective college. The information is entered manually to the
system. The system must automate and centralize all information.
You can create different reports based on extensive options for students,
staff, teachers, supervisors, group, college, department. It is also important to
keep information about attendance and absences for students and employees.
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Research goal and objectives
The goal of the research is the development of a computer-aided document
management system for educational process at Kufa University.
For the reaching this goal we must solve the following objectives:
1) to analyze the subject area;
2) to make analysis of modern tools of web sites development and choose
tools for project development;
3) to design use case diagram for management system;
4) to design database scheme;
5) to implement and test the computer-aided document management system for educational process at Kufa University for administrators of different departments, teachers, staff and students in PHP.
The practical significance
This project is beneficial to all public and private universities in the Republic of Iraq, because they all have a similar algorithm in the educational process
and the laws on education administration.
This project can be useful, because it contains many features to assist universities in the management of the colleges:
1) secure access for the private data about the teacher, staff and student;
2) including the individual identification at the site for all users;
3) ensuring data integrity in different departments of a faculty;
4) easily process of calculation of the rate of students at any subject and
getting a yearly report of the successful students and failure;
5) easily process of calculation of number of days the teacher, staff absences for always;
6) easily process of calculation of number of diplomas the teacher, staff;
7) easily process of calculation of number of hours the students’ absences for each subject for each student;
8) easily dealing with the site for its friendly-man design;
9) unlimited number of users;
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10) ability for the following development of the site.
Structure of the thesis
The thesis consists of four chapters, introduction, conclusion and reference
list.
In the first chapter, the analysis of the subject area is represented.Also,
there is the overview and comparative analysis of the used development tools in
comparison with other CMS.
In chapter Two, there is a description of functional requirements, use case
diagram, database scheme and the design of the application.
In chapter Three, we show the project file structure, several fragments of
PHP-code for implementing the basic functionality of the system and implementation in the web-application.
Chapter Four is devoted to the functional testing of the application. There
are screenshots of it.
The thesis has 64 pages; the list of references contains 20 resources.
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1. THE ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT AREA
1.1. The problem statement
The University of Kufa needs an electronic system to manage data about
students, staff and faculties. The University of Kufa has 22 colleges, each of
which has at least three departments. Each academic year, there are nearly 5000
of bachelor students, 600 of students in master's and doctoral degrees and 5000 of
staff, teachers and employees together. Therefore, we must design a system to
manage information about all these people.
It must be easy to edit, delete, update, and search any information about
students, faculties, employees.
Students must see information about themselves, subjects and their marks
in each subject, the final rate, and the number of hours of absence for each subject.
Teachers must see information about themselves, number of diplomas,
number of days of absence, the number of students they have for supervising, salary.
Staff must see the same information except information about supervising.
1.2. Used development tools
There are many different systems for web-development: CMS and CMF.
CMS is a web application designed to make it easy for non-technical users to add,
edit and manage a website [16].
The examples of CMS are WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, Expression Engine,
TextPattern, Radiant, Cushy, SilverStripe [11].
Disadvantages of CMS:
1) when using CMS however, one needs to operate on a really fast processor as CMS dominates the entire RAM space and resources of a computer. This
may not allow a user to multitask on a same desktop;
2) CMS software will have to be updated from time to time and users will
have to look out for updated versions in order to function properly with CMS.
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And yes for the upgrading, one will need a programmer as functioning on an obsolete CMS will be more troublesome than convenient;
3) another issue could be that CMS hosting is rather expensive. Web design companies advice their clients to use a system depending on how frequently
their sites need to be updated [13].
CMF is a system that facilitates the use of reusable components or customized software for managing web content.
The examples of several CMF: Xaraya, ProcessWire, Umbraco, Pimcore,
Modx, processWire, Microsoft SharePoint Foundation.
Disadvantages of CMF:
1) long time to learn: in order to create more sophisticated and functional
web application, you need to study the API to create a platform and related technologies (eg., Framework JavaScript, used to implement the UI backend functionality), thus reducing the development of their own solutions through the use of
code that is already available at your disposal [2];
2) the need for a thorough study of the platform capabilities to create large
and complex websites and web applications [20].
So, I decided to write my web-site just in PHP, without using any additional system, neither CMS nor CMF. I decided to do that because:


PHP is the open source. It is developed and maintained by a large group

of PHP developers, this will helps in creating a support community, abundant extension library [5];


the high speed of development. It is relative fast since it uses much sys-

tem resource;


easy to use. PHP uses C like syntax, so for those who are familiar with

C, it’s very easy for them to pick up and it is very easy to create website scripts;


stable. Since PHP is maintained by many developers, so when bugs are

found, it can be quickly fixed;
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powerful library support. You can easily find functional modules you

need such as PDF, Graph etc.;


built-in database connection modules. You can connect to database eas-

ily using PHP, since many websites are data/content driven, so we will use database frequently, this will largely reduce the development time of web apps;


can be run on many platforms, including Windows, Linux and Mac, it’s

easy for users to find hosting service providers.
PHP has gained a following among non-technical web designers who
need to add interactive aspects to their sites. Offering a gentle learning curve,
PHP is an accessible yet powerful language for creating dynamic web pages. As
its popularity has grown, PHP's basic feature set has become increasingly more
sophisticated [10].
PHP is a widely-used open source general-purpose scripting language that
is especially suited for web development and can be embedded into html [8, 19].
All information must be kept on database. Of course, we need to use database management system. PHP easily connects with DBMS MySQL.
MySQL is a relational database system. If you can believe many diehard
MySQL fans, MySQL is faster, more reliable, and cheaper, simply put, better
than any other database management system (including commercial systems such
as Oracle and DB2). Many MySQL opponents continue to challenge this viewpoint, going even so far as to assert that MySQL is not even a relational.
Although MySQL's source code is open in the sense of being publicly
available, it's essentially closed to you if you don't understand it [7].
In the first chapter, there is the description of the problem area and the description of chosen development tools. We decided to use PHP as a basic programming language for the site design and development and MySQL as a data
store system [15].
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER-AIDED DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
2.1. Functional requirements
This application must contain the following basic functions:
1) authorize the users;
2) show, keep, update, delete, search information about students, teachers,
staff, subjects and marks.
3) attach students to supervisors;
4) account the rate of students at any subject;
5) account Hours the Students absences for always;
6) account all days the employee absences for always;
7) update and show salary to employees;
8) account the all diplomas to any employee.
The requirement “Authorize the users” means to have an opportunity for
users to log in and log out the site. It is a special type of protection from the unauthorized access. There are four types of users:
1) Manager;
2) Teacher;
3) Staff;
4) Student.
Manager in each department of college in university can enter information,
modify, delete data in all tables with the information about teachers, staff and students.
Teacher can see information about himself, number of diplomas, number of
days of absence, the number of students they have for supervising, salary.
Staff can see the same information of teacher except information about supervising.
Student can see information about himself, subjects and their marks in each
subject, the final rate and the number of hours of absence for each subject.
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The requirement “Show, keep, update, delete, search information about
students, teachers, staff, subjects, marks” means, that the manager in each department of college in university can keep, update, and delete information of
teacher, staff and student, and give them their username and password to see the
this data.
2.2. Use case diagram
There are three classifications of UML diagrams.
Behavior diagrams. A type of diagram that depicts behavioral features of
a system or business process. This includes activity, state machine, and use case
diagrams as well as the four interaction diagrams.
Interaction diagrams. A subset of behavior diagrams which emphasize
object interactions. This includes communication, interaction overview, sequence,
and timing diagrams.
Structure diagrams. A type of diagram that depicts the elements of a
specification that are irrespective of time. This includes class, composite structure, component, deployment, object, and package diagrams
Using UML, you could read and disseminate the system structure and design plans just as construction workers have been doing for years with blueprints
of buildings [4].
A use case diagram is a type of UML diagrams. It illustrates a unit of functionality provided by the system. Use case diagram is a graphic depiction of the
interactions among the elements of a system [12].
The main purpose of the use case diagram is to help development teams to
visualize the functional requirements of a system, including the relations between
“actors” (human beings who will interact with the system) and essential processes
(use cases) [1].
I developed the use case diagram to illustrate the most important functional requirements (fig. 1). Use case diagram has four actors (“Manager”, “Teacher”,
“Staff”, and “Student”) and 12 use cases.
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The main use case its “Enter marks” can be extended by use case “Account the rate of students”. The main actor is “Teacher”, it is in the relation "generalization" with the actor “Staff”.

Fig. 1. Use case diagram
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2.3. Database scheme
Databases today are essential to every business. In essence, a database is a
collection of information that exists over a long period of time, often many years.
In common parlance, the term database refers to a collection of data that is managed by a DBMS.
DBMS is perhaps most useful for providing a centralized view of data
that can be accessed by multiple users, from multiple locations, in a controlled
manner. A DBMS can limit what data the end user sees, as well as how that end
user can view the data, providing many views of a single database schema.
End users and software programs are free from having to understand
where the data is physically located or on what type of storage media it resides
because the DBMS handles all requests [3].
The DBMS manages three important things: the data, the database engine that allows data to be accessed, locked and modified and the database schema, which defines the database’s logical structure. These three foundational elements help provide concurrency, security, data integrity and uniform
administration procedures. Typical database administration tasks supported by the
DBMS

include change

management,

performance

monitoring

/

tuning

and backup and recovery. Many database management systems are also responsible for automated rollbacks, restarts and recovery as well as the logging and auditing of activity.
MySQL launched in 1995, has become the most popular open source database system. Virtually all web providers include MySQL as part of their hosting
plan, often on the ubiquitous LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) platform.
Another root cause of MySQL's popularity has been the ongoing success of
phpMyAdmin (www.phpmyadmin.net), a well-established MySQL web-based
interface. Therefore, many websites use MySQL as their back-end data repository
[14].
We decided to specify the following tables of the database.
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Student: id, first name, middle name, surname, address, phone,
id_level_in_department, photo, username, password. This table keeps private information about students.
Level: id, name. There can be three levels: bachelor, master, doctor.
Levels_ in_ department: id, id_ department, id_ level. It is a special table
for connection between departments and levels, which they have. Indeed, there
are not all three levels in each departments.
Department: id, name, id_college. Each department belongs to a definite
college.
College: id, name.
Subject: id, name, semester, hours. There can be subjects with the same
names but in different semesters. For example, English is taught in semester 1 or
2.
Subjects_in_Department: id, id_ subject, id_ department. This is a special
table for connection between subjects and departments. One subject can be read
in many departments. Of cause, there is many subjects at one departments.
Marks: id, id _subject, id_ student, mark.
Employees: id, first name, middle name, surname, address, phone,
id_department, e-mail, degree, education, salary, id_appointment, date_of_start, ,
photo, username, password.
Appointments: id, name.
Supervisors: id, id_teacher, id_student.
Student_Journal: id, id_student, id_subject, date_of_absence, hours.
Employee_Journal: id, id_employee, date_of_absence.
Diplomas: id, date_of_diplomas.
Diplomas_of_Employee: id, id_diplomas, id_Employee. This is a special
table for connection between diplomas and employees. Each employee has one or
more diplomas.
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Department_password: id, id_ department, username, password. This is a
special table for save username and password to each department of college in
university.
The scheme of the database is shown in the fig. 2. It consists of 16 tables,
described below.

Fig. 2. The scheme of the database
The table “Employees” contains information about people who work in the
organization. It consists of 15 fields as in the fig. 3. These fields have different
types of data: varchar, int, date. The primary key is the field “id”, it is automatically incremented.
The table “student” contains information about people who study in the organization. It consists of 10 fields as in the fig. 4. The primary key is also “id”, it
is automatically incremented.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the table “Employees”
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Fig. 4. Structure of the table “Student”
2.4. Interface design
Providing a successful user experience requires a balanced approach
throughout the development life cycle.
To ensure this balance, you must not only focus on implementing the
functionality required to complete a task but also on how the task is exposed
through the user interface. Remember, the user interface must not only be functional, it must also be usable [6].
We will implement future views of an application. Fig. 5 shows the main
page for the web site of a system. It contains the menu in the top of the page:
“Admin”, “Teaher”, “Staff”, “Student”.
There are the basic elements at each page: “Home”, “About university”,
“Colleges” and “Calendar”.
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Fig. 5. “Main page”
Fig. 6 shows the page for “Authentifaction”. The user must write username and password, after that click the button “Login”.

Fig. 6. “Authentifcation page”
Fig. 7 shows the “main admin page” shown when user clicks button “login” at the page “Authentifcation”.
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Fig. 7. “Main admin page”
Fig. 8 shows the page “List of student” shown when Admin clicks button
“Student” at the page “Main admin page”.

Fig. 8. “List of student page”
Fig. 9 shows the page “Add anew student” shown when Admin clicks button “Add a new student” at the page “List of student”.
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Fig. 9. “Add anew student page”
Fig. 10 shows the page “Enter the subject” shown when Admin clicks button “Enter the subject” at the page “Add a new student”.

Fig. 10. “Enter the subject page”
Fig. 11 shows the page for “Search a bout student” shown when Admin
clicks button “Search a student and modify” at the page “List of student”.
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Fig. 11. “Search a bout student page”
Fig. 12 shows the page for “Details of student” shown when Admin clicks
button “Details” at the page “Search a bout student page”.

Fig. 12. “Details of student page”
Fig. 13 shows the page for “Update the subject” shown when Admin
clicks button “Update the subject” at the page “Details of student”.
Fig. 14 shows the page for “Enter marks for student” shown when Admin
clicks button “Enter mark for student” at the page “Details of student”.
Fig. 15 shows the page for “Enter absence for student” shown when Admin clicks button “Enter absence for student” at the page “Details of student”.
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Fig. 13. “Update the subject page”

Fig. 14. The “Enter marks for student page”
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Fig. 15. “Enter absence for student page”
Fig. 16 shows the page for “List of employee” shown when Admin clicks
button “Employee”at the page “Main admin”.

Fig. 16. “List of employee page”
Fig. 17 shows the page for “Add a new employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Add a new employee” at the page “List of employee”.
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Fig. 17. “Add a new employee page”
Fig. 18 shows the page for “Search a bout employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Search of employee” at the page “List of employee”.

Fig. 18. “Search a bout employee page”
Fig. 19 shows the page for “Details of employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Details” at the page “Search a bout employee”.
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Fig. 19. “Search a bout employee page”
Fig. 20 shows the page for “Enter diplomas” shown when Admin clicks
button “Enter diplomas” at the page “Details of employee”.

Fig. 20. “Enter diplomas page”
Fig. 21 shows the page for “Enter of absence” shown when Admin clicks
button “Enter of absence” at the page “Details of employee”.
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Fig. 21. “Enter of absence page”
Fig. 22 shows the page for “supervisor” shown when Admin clicks button
“supervisors” at the page “Details of employee”.

Fig. 22. “supervisor page”
Fig. 23 shows the page for “See student successful” shown when Admin
clicks button “student successful” at the page “Main admin page”.
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Fig. 23. “See student successful page”
Fig. 24 shows the page for “See student repeater” shown when Admin
clicks button “Student repeater” at the page “Main admin page”.

Fig. 24. “See student repeater page”
Fig. 25 shows the page for “Authentifaction to teacher”.
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Fig. 25. The “Authentifaction to teacher page”
Fig. 26 shows the page for “See information” shown when Admin clicks
button “Login” at the page “Authentifaction to teacher”.

Fig. 26. “See information page”
Fig. 27 shows the page for “See and account of diplomas” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of diplomas” at the page “See information”.
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Fig. 27. “See and account of diplomas page”
Fig. 28 shows the page for “See and account of absence” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of absence” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 28. “See and account of absence page”
Fig. 29 shows the page for “See student supervisor” shown when Admin
clicks button “See student supervisor” at the page “See information”.
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Fig. 29. “See student supervisor page”
Fig. 29 shows the page for “Authentication to staff page”.

Fig. 29. “Authentifaction to staff page”
Fig. 30 shows the page for “See information” shown when Admin clicks
button “Login” at the page “Authentication to staff”.
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Fig. 30. “See information page”

Fig. 31 shows the page for “See and account of diplomas” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of diplomas” at the page “See information”.

Fig.31. “See and account of diplomas page”
Fig. 32 shows the page for “See and account of absence” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of absence” at the page “See information”.
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Fig.32. “See and account of absence page”
Fig. 33 shows the page for “Authentifaction to student page”.

Fig.33. The “Authentifaction to student page”
Fig. 34 shows the page for “See information” shown when Admin clicks
button “Login” at the page “Authentifaction to student page”.
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Fig. 34. “See information page”
Fig. 35 shows the page for “See subject mark and rate” shown when Admin clicks button “See subject and mark and rate” at the page “See information” .

Fig. 35. “See subject mark and rate”
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Fig. 36 shows the page for “Student absence” shown when Admin clicks
button “See student absence” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 36. “See hour absence page”
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3. REALIZATION OF COMPUTER-AIDED DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
3.1. Project file structure
Project file structure contains one main folder and four subfolders.
Folder “Index _files” is the main folder of my project, it contains four subfolders: “Admin”, “Teacher”, “Staff” and “Student”.
The folder “Admin” has 45 files, each file has the extension “html”, “css”,
“java script” or “php”.
CSS-files were used to establish style of web-pages [17]. They are used to
create pages and get permittivity by username and password for the admin in order to input, search, delete and update database tables “Teacher”, “Staff” and
“Student”.
The folder “Teacher” has 6 files, each file has the extension “html”, “css”,
“java script” or “php”.
They are used to create pages and get permittivity by username and password for each teacher in order to see information about himself, number of diplomas, number of hours of absence, the number of students they have for supervising, salary.
The folder “Staff” has 5 files, each file has the extension “html”, “css” ,
“java script” or “php”.
They are used to create pages and get permittivity by username and password for each staff, who can see the same information as the teacher can, except
information about supervising.
The folder “Student” has 5 files, each file has the extension “html”, “css”
“java script” or “php”, which are used to create pages and get permittivity by
username and password for each student in order to see information about himself, subjects and their marks in each subject, the final rate and the number of
hours of absence for each subject.
The project file structure is shown in fig. 37.
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Index_Files
Folder_Admin
Folder_Teacher
Folder_Staff
Folder_Student
Fig. 37. Project file structure

3.2. Description of several SQL-queries
Fig. 38 shows SQL-query, which gets information about account of hours
of student absence for each subject.

Fig. 38. Account the hours of absence
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Fig. 39 shows SQL-query, which gets information about the final rate
marks of student for each subject.

Fig. 39. Find final rate

Fig. 40 shows SQL-query, which gets information about student according
to different parameters.

Fig. 40. Search of student
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Fig. 41 shows SQL-query adding a new student.

Fig. 41. Add a student

Fig. 42 shows SQL-query, which remove student.

Fig. 42. Remove a student
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Fig. 43 shows SQL-query, which gets information about account of hours
of employee absence.

Fig. 43. Account the hour of absence

Fig. 44 shows SQL-query, which account diplomas for each employee.

Fig. 44. Account the diplomas
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Fig. 45 shows SQL-query, which remove employee.

Fig. 45. Remove employee

Fig. 46 shows SQL-query, which search information about employee according to different parameters.

Fig. 46. Search information about employee
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4. TESTING OF THE APPLICATION
4.1. Functional testing
Functional testing is performed to verify that a software application performs and functions correctly according to design specifications. During functionality testing we check the core application functions, text input, menu functions
and installation and setup on localized machines, etc. [18].
According to a recent Info-Tech report, six types of functional tests can be
used to ensure the quality of the end product. Those tests are unit tests, functional
tests, systems tests, regression tests, system integration tests and acceptance
tests[9].Each test of my system contains input and output information. Therefore, we
compare the actual results and the expected results (tab. 7).
Table 7. The protocol of functional testing of the site.
No.

Function

1.

To show the main page

2.

To give all users the permission to see the login
page at all sections
To give all visitors the
permission to see the page
“Contact us”
To give all visitors the
permission to see the page
“About university”

3.

4.

5.

6.

To give all visitors the
permission to see the page
“Colleges”
At the page “Add New Student” in the section “Add
New Student” in the administrator’s section in order to
insert new Student

Expected result
Any visitor can
watch this page
with the list of
the main sections
Any user can see
the login page at
all sections
Any visitor can
see the page
“Contact us”
Any visitor can
see the page
“About university”
Any visitor can
see the page
“Colleges”
The administrator can insert
new student

Obtained result

Conclusion
Any visitor can on- The funcly watch this page tion
with the list of the works
main sections
Any user can see
the login page at all
sections
Any visitor can see
the page “Contact
us”
Any visitor can see
the page “About
university”

The function
works
The function
works
The function
works

Any visitor can see
the page “Colleges”
The administrator
can insert new student

The function
works
The function
works
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No.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Function
At the page “Enter the subject” in the section “Enter
the subject” in the administrator’s section in order to
Enter the subject

Expected result

The administrator can insert
new record in
“Enter the subject”
At the page “Search student” The administrain the section “Search stutor can “Search
dent” in the administrator’s
student”
section in order to search
student
At the page “Details of stuThe administradent” in the section “Details tor can “Details
of student” in the adminisof student”
trator’s section in order to
Details of student
At the page “Update the
The administrasubject” in the section “Up- tor can “Update
date the subject” in the adthe subject”
ministrator’s section in order
to Update the subject
At the page “Enter marks for The administrastudent” in the section “En- tor can “Enter
ter marks for student” in the marks for stuadministrator’s section in
dent”
order to Enter marks for student
At the page “Enter absence
The administrafor student” in the section
tor can “Enter
“Enter absence for student” absence for stuin the administrator’s secdent”
tion in order to Enter absence for student
At the page “Add a new
The administraEmployee” in the section
tor can “Add a
“Add a new employee” in
new Employee”
the administrator’s section
in order to Add a new employee
At the page “Search a bout
The administraEmployee” in the section
tor can “Search a
“Search a bout Employee”
bout Employee”
in the administrator’s section in order to Search a
bout employee

Continuation of tab. 7
Obtained result
Conclusion
The administrator
The funccan insert new
tion
record in “Enter the works
subject”
The administrator
can “Search student”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Details of student”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Update the
subject”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Enter marks
for student”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Enter absence
for student”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Add a new
Employee”

The function
works

The administrator
can “Search a bout
Employee”

The function
works
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No.

Function

Expected result

15.

At the page “Details of employee” in the section “Details of Employee” in the administrator’s section in order
to Details of employee
At the page “Enter Diplomas”
in the section “Enter Diplomas” in the administrator’s
section in order to Enter diplomas

The administrator
can “Details of
Employee”

Continuation of tab. 7
Obtained result
Conclusion
The administrator
The funccan “Details of Em- tion works
ployee”

The administrator
can “Enter Diplomas”

The administrator
can “Enter Diplomas”

The function works

17.

At the page “Enter of abThe administrator
sence” in the section “Enter
can “Enter of abof absence” in the administra- sence”
tor’s section in order to Enter
of absence

The administrator
can “Enter of absence”

The function works

18.

At the page “Supervisor” in
the section “Supervisor” in
the administrator’s section in
order to Supervisor

The administrator
can see the page
“Supervisor”

The administrator
can see the page
“Supervisor”

The function works

19.

At the page “See student successful” in the section “See
student successful ” in the
administrator’s section in order to See student successful
At the page “See student repeater” in the section “See
student repeater” in the administrator’s section in order
to See student repeater

The administrator
can the page “See
student successful”

The administrator
can the page “See
student successful”

The function works

The administrator
can the page “See
student repeater”

The administrator
can the page “See
student repeater”

The function works

21.

At the page “See information” in the section “See information” in the administrator’s section in order to See
information for teacher

The administrator
can the page “See
information”

The administrator
can the page “See
information”

The function works

22.

At the page “See and account
of diplomas” in the section
“See and account of diplomas” in the administrator’s
section in order to See and
account of diplomas for
teacher

The administrator
can see the page
“See and account
of diplomas”

The administrator
can see the page
“See and account of
diplomas”

The function works

16.

20.
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Function

23.

At the page “See and account of absence” in the section “See and account of absence” in the administrator’s
section in order to See and
account of absence for
teacher
At the page “See student supervisor” in the section “See
student supervisor” in the
administrator’s section in
order to See student supervisor for teacher

The administrator can see the
page “See and
account of absence”

The administrator can see the
page “See student supervisor”

The administrator
can see the page
“See student supervisor”

The function
works

25.

At the page “See information” in the section “See information” in the administrator’s section in order to
See information for staff

The administrator can see the
page “See information”

The administrator
can see the page
“See information”

The function
works

26.

At the page “See and account of diplomas” in the
section “See and account of
diplomas” in the administrator’s section in order to See
and account of diplomas for
staff
At the page “See and account of absence” in the section “See and account of absence” in the administrator’s
section in order to See and
account of absence for staff

The administrator can see the
page “See and
account of diplomas”

The administrator
can see the page
“See and account of
diplomas”

The function
works

The administrator can see the
page “See and
account of absence”

The administrator
can see the page
“See and account of
absence”

The function
works

28.

At the page “See information” in the section “See information” in the administrator’s section in order to
See information for student

The administrator can see the
page “See information”

The administrator
can see the page
“See information”

The function
works

29.

At the page “See subject
mark and rate” in the section
“See subject mark and rate”
in the administrator’s section in order to See subject
mark and rate for student

The administrator can see the
page “See subject mark and
rate”

The administrator
can see the page
“See subject mark
and rate”

The function
works

24.

27.

Expected result

Continuation of tab. 7
Obtained result
Conclusion
The administrator
The funccan see the page
tion
“See and account of works
absence”
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No.

Function

Expected result

30.

At the page “See and account of absence” in the section “See and account of absence” in the administrator’s
section in order to See and
account of absence for student

The administrator can see the
page “See and
account of absence”

Ending of tab. 7
Obtained result
Conclusion
The administrator
The funccan see the page
tion
“See and account of works
absence”

4.2. Screenshots of application
Any visitor can see the main page, the main page contains eight functions
("Login Admins", "Login Teachers", "Login Staff", "Login Students", "About
University", "Colleges", "Contact Us") as in the fig. 47.
It contains all those elements, which were defined in paragraph 2.4: menu,
basic elements.

Fig. 47. The main page
Fig. 48 shows the page for “Authentifaction”.
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Fig. 48. “Authentifcation page”
Fig. 49 shows the “Main admin page” shown when user clicks button “login” at the page “Authentifcation”.

Fig. 49. “Main admin page”
Fig. 50 shows the page “List of student” shown when Admin clicks button
“Student” at the page “Main admin page”.
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Fig. 50. “List of student page”
Fig. 51 shows the page “Add a new student” shown when Admin clicks
button “Add a new student” at the page “List of student”.

Fig. 51. “Add anew student page”
Fig. 52 shows the page “Enter the subjects” shown when Admin clicks button “Enter the subject” at the page “Add a new student”.
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Fig. 52. “Enter the subjects page”
Fig. 53 shows the page for “Search a bout student” shown when Admin
clicks button “Search a student and modify” at the page “List of student”.

Fig. 53. “Search a bout student page”
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Fig. 54 shows the page for “Details of student” shown when Admin clicks
button “Details” at the page “Search a bout student page”.

Fig. 54. “Details of student page”
Fig. 55 shows the page for “Update the subject” shown when Admin
clicks button “Update the subject” at the page “Details of student”.

Fig. 55. “Update the subject page”
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Fig. 56 shows the page for “Enter marks for student” shown when Admin
clicks button “Enter mark for student” at the page “Details of student”.

Fig. 56. “Enter marks for student page”
Fig. 57 shows the page for “Enter absence for student” shown when Admin clicks button “Enter absence for student” at the page “Details of student”.

Fig. 57. “Enter absence for student page”
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Fig. 58 shows the page for “List of employee” shown when Admin clicks
button “Employee” at the page “Main admin”.

Fig. 58. “List of employee page”
Fig. 59 shows the page for “Add a new employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Add a new employee” at the page “List of employee”.

Fig. 59. “Add a new employee page”
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Fig. 60 shows the page for “Search a bout employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Search of employee” at the page “List of employee”.

Fig. 60. “Search a bout employee page”
Fig. 61 shows the page for “Details of employee” shown when Admin
clicks button “Details” at the page “Search a bout employee”.

Fig. 61. “Details of employee page”
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Fig. 62 shows the page for “Enter diplomas” shown when Admin clicks
button “Enter diplomas” at the page “Details of employee”.

Fig. 62. “Enter diplomas page”
Fig. 63 shows the page for “Enter of absence” shown when Admin clicks
button “Enter of absence” at the page “Details of employee”.

Fig. 63. “Enter of absence page”
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Fig. 64 shows the page for “supervisor” shown when Admin clicks button
“supervisors” at the page “Details of employee”.

Fig. 64. “Supervisor page”
Fig. 65 shows the page for “See student successful” shown when Admin
clicks button “student successful” at the page “Main admin page”.

Fig. 65. “See student successful page”
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Fig. 66 shows the page for “See student repeater” shown when Admin
clicks button “Student repeater” at the page “Main admin page”.

Fig. 66. “See student repeater page”
Fig. 67 shows the page for “Authentifaction to teacher”.

Fig. 67. “Authentifaction to teacher page”
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Fig. 68 shows the page for “See information” shown when Admin clicks
button “Login” at the page “Authentifaction to teacher”.

Fig. 68. “See information page”
Fig. 69 shows the page for “See and account of diplomas” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of diplomas” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 69. “See and account of diplomas page”
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Fig. 70 shows the page for “See and account of absence” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of absence” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 70. “See and account of absence page”
Fig. 71 shows the page for “See student supervisor” shown when Admin
clicks button “See student supervisor” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 71. “See student supervisor page”
Fig. 72 shows the page for “Authentication to staff page”.
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Fig. 72. “Authentication to staff page”
Fig. 73 shows the page for “See information” shown when Admin clicks
button “Login” at the page “Authentication to staff”.

Fig. 73. “See information page”
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Fig. 74 shows the page for “See and account of diplomas” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of diplomas” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 74. “See and account of diplomas page”
Fig. 75 shows the page for “See and account of absence” shown when
Admin clicks button “See and account of absence” at the page “See information”.

Fig. 75. “See and account of absence page”
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CONCLUSION
Educational process management in any university, especially in Iraqi
universities, rely on data about the students, teachers and staff. Personnel data
management is very important, because it supports a good learning process. If the
provision of this administration is made manually, there are important issues to
deal with a large amount of students and teaching staff. To update the data or to
make changes in this data manager have to make a lot of work.
Therefore, it is a very important task to develop and to implement in Iraq's
universities such a system, which will help educational process management. It is
easy to edit, delete, update, and search any information about students, faculties,
employees.
The goal of the research was the development of a computer-aided document management system for educational process at Kufa University.
For the reaching this goal we solved the following objectives:
-

the subject area was analyzed;

-

analysis of modern tools of web sites development and choose tools for

project development was made;
-

use case diagram for management system was designed;

-

database scheme was designed;

-

the computer-aided document management system for educational

process at Kufa University for administrators of different departments, teachers,
staff and students in PHP was implemented and tested.
Perspectives of my project are the following:
1) substitution php-language with java language program;
2) make the teachers can upload materials of subject to the website and
add the ability for the students to download these materials;
3) add the functionality of automatically sending e-mails when a teacher
add or modify tasks for students.
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